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Radiation Induced Heart Toxicity
Linear correlation between heart dose and cardiac events

van Nimwegen et al. JCO 2016

MHD 
and development of CAD

MLVD 
and development of CHF

van Nimwegen et al. Blood 2017
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Hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia at the end of fol-
low-up were both associated with an increase in VHD, as were 
an increasing number of cardiac risk factors in total (Table 3). 
However, it is not possible to conclude that these associations 
are causal as patients with known VHD (including grade 1 VHD) 
are likely to be closely monitored for cardiac risk factors and 
the risk factors for VHD and atherosclerosis are similar (32). 
Nevertheless, these findings highlight the need to monitor and 
treat HL patients for conventional cardiovascular risk factors, 
as they are also at increased risk of coronary artery disease (2).

Obesity at diagnosis, but not at the end of follow-up, was also 
associated with VHD risk, but again the association may not be 
causal as mediastinal separation is greater in obese patients, 
possibly leading to increased inhomogeneity in radiation dose 

and to areas of increased dose to the heart valves. This dosi-
metric effect would not have been accounted for by our dose 
reconstruction methods.

This study confirms that radiation dose to the heart valves 
is the main risk factor for the development of clinically signifi-
cant VHD following treatment for HL. It is the first time that a 
dose-response relationship has been derived in terms that can 
be easily translated into clinical practice. It will help clinicians 
assess the risk of VHD for patients treated in the future and 
will assist in guiding the appropriate follow-up of HL survivors.
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Figure 4. Cumulative risks of valvular heart disease (VHD) as their first cardiac 
diagnosis among five-year survivors of Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) by years since 
initial HL diagnosis for categories of radiation dose (EQD2) to the affected heart 
valve. Cumulative risks were calculated treating patients as censored when they 
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Prevention Of Treatment Related Cardiac Events Is Pivotal, So…

How Can We Prevent Radiation-Induced Cardiac Complications ? 

qDiagnostic tools
1. Biomarkers (Troponine, NTproBNP, miRNA)
2. Echocardiography
3.Cardiac MRI
4.Coronary angiography CT scan

qAvoidance/reduction of cardiotoxic treatments

qTechnical improvement

qManagement of cardiac risk factors

qCardioprotective drugs

PRIMARY PREVENTION SECONDARY PREVENTION
(early diagnosis)
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Coronary Artery Disease Detected by Coronary
Computed Tomography Angiography in Adult
Survivors of Childhood Hodgkin Lymphoma

Daniel A. Mulrooney, MD, MS1,2,3,4; Sara E. Nunnery, BA3,4; Gregory T. Armstrong, MD, MSCE2; Kirsten K. Ness, PhD, PT2;

Deokumar Srivastava, PhD5; F. Daniel Donovan, MD, PhD6,7; Beth A. Kurt, MD8; Monika L. Metzger, MD1;

Matthew J. Krasin, MD9; Vijaya Joshi, MD3,4; Jean-Bernard Durand, MD10; Leslie L. Robison, PhD2;

Melissa M. Hudson, MD1,2; and Scott D. Flamm, MD, MBA11

BACKGROUND: Survivors of Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) have significant cardiovascular risk and require long-term surveillance. The cur-

rent study assessed the prevalence of coronary artery disease (CAD) by coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) in

adult survivors of childhood HL. METHODS: Thirty-one survivors of HL, 13 of whom (42%) were treated with radiotherapy (RT) only

and 18 of whom (58%) were treated with multimodal therapy, underwent CCTA, echocardiography, electrocardiography (ECG), and

treadmill stress testing. Obstructive CAD was defined as !50% occlusion of the left main or !70% occlusion of the left anterior de-

scending, left circumflex, or right coronary arteries on CCTA. Echocardiograms with resting wall motion abnormalities or an ejection

fraction <50%; ECGs with Q waves, ST abnormalities without Q waves, or T-wave abnormalities without Q waves; and a J-point

depression of !1 mm with a horizontal or downsloping ST segment on stress testing were considered abnormal. RESULTS: The preva-

lence of disease in participants (median age, 40 years [range, 26 years-55 years]; median time from cancer diagnosis, 24 years

[range, 17 years-39 years]) was 39%, with 39 plaques detected among 12 survivors. Three participants (10%) treated with RT only had

4 obstructive lesions; 9 patients (29%; 5 of whom were treated with RT only and 4 of whom were treated with multimodal therapy)

had nonobstructive lesions. Approximately 15% of lesions involved the left main, 21% involved the proximal left anterior descending,

18% involved the proximal right coronary, and 13% involved the proximal left circumflex arteries. Of the 12 participants found to have

CAD by CCTA, 7 had a positive ECG, 1 had a positive echocardiogram, and 1 had a positive stress test. CONCLUSIONS: CCTA identi-

fied CAD in a substantial percentage of survivors of HL and may be an effective screening modality for this population. Cancer

2014;000:000-000. VC 2014 American Cancer Society.

KEYWORDS: cardiovascular, Hodgkin lymphoma, computed tomography angiography, coronary artery disease, radiotherapy..

INTRODUCTION
The successful treatment of pediatric Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) has evolved over the last 5 decades from treatment with
high-dose radiotherapy (RT) alone to risk-adapted and response-adapted regimens combining chemotherapy with lower
radiation doses and smaller lymph node fields. Recent protocols are now testing the elimination of radiation altogether.1

During the 1960s and 1970s, RT doses !35 gray (Gy) directed at wide lymph node fields were frequently curative for
patients with localized disease but ineffective for those with advanced systemic disease.2 The introduction of multimodal
therapy and refinements in staging, imaging, and response assessments have increased 5-year survival rates for pediatric
HL to nearly 97%.3

However, survival rates over time are lower compared with expected rates in the US population, with only 74.1%
(95% confidence interval [95% CI], 71.8%-76.6%) of survivors of HL alive at 30 years from diagnosis.4 Cardiovascular
disease, the leading noncancer cause of death among survivors of HL, has been associated with exposure to anthracyclines
and mediastinal RT and can manifest as coronary artery disease (CAD), congestive heart failure, and/or cerebrovascular
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with approximately two-thirds located in proximal arterial
segments and 15% in the LM coronary artery.

Radiation-induced CAD is a known late effect after
treatment for HL, with few noninvasive screening
options and little consensus regarding the best method
for long-term monitoring.19 Historically, screening has
included echocardiography with variable follow-up after
the completion of therapy. The median age of patients
with CAD in this study was 40 years, which is signifi-
cantly younger for a diagnosis of CAD compared with a
noncancer population,20-22 suggesting that this patient
population requires more vigilant screening. Multidetec-
tor CCTA is a potentially useful screening modality for
these patients. In an investigation of adults without
known CAD who were evaluated for nonemergent chest
pain, researchers reported sensitivity, specificity, and
positive and negative predictive values of 94%, 83%,
48%, and 99%, respectively, for CCTA in detecting
!70% stenosis.23 Ha et al20 used CCTA to evaluate
healthy young adults (aged"40 years) with no history of
cancer and found that 11% of study participants had

evidence of occult CAD, but no cases were obstructive.
In the similarly young population in the current study,
10% of patients had obstructive disease; an additional
29% had nonobstructive lesions. Both obstructive and
nonobstructive plaques have been associated with future
adverse cardiovascular events.24,25 Alternatively, a lack of
coronary plaque on CCTA is associated with a low prob-
ability of a future event (negative likelihood ratio, 0.008;
95% CI, 0.0004-0.17).25 Approximately 61% of our
population had no identifiable plaque. CCTA screening
may therefore help clinicians to identify and risk-stratify
survivors who would benefit from closer surveillance or
earlier medical interventions.

Studies designed to assess ischemic heart disease in
this patient population have been limited. Rademaker
et al11 described CAD in 8 of 9 survivors of HL who
received RT (5 of whom were diagnosed as children [aged
"21 years]); the majority had diffuse disease but only 2
patients had obstructive disease as defined in the current
study. Unlike the current study, the study by Rademaker
et al also assessed coronary calcium scores and found that
6 survivors had scores >90th percentile for age and sex
and 4 survivors had values 15 years beyond their current
age.11 In a cohort of irradiated and nonirradiated survi-
vors of childhood HL, Kupeli et al12 found that 19 survi-
vors (16%) had coronary abnormalities of varying
degrees, albeit only 2 with obstructive disease as defined
in the current study. This population was younger than
that in the current study, with a median age of 23 years
(range, 14 years-43 years) and a median of 10 years (range,
5 years-31 years) from the time of diagnosis, suggesting
potential progression of CAD over time. In this study,
53% of those with coronary abnormalities and 47% of
those without such abnormalities were also reported to
have echocardiographic irregularities, although specific
information regarding these abnormalities was not pro-
vided. In the current study, we focused on resting wall
motion abnormalities or an ejection fraction <50% and
found no positive echocardiograms in the 12 patients
with CAD. However, 2 of the 19 patients without CAD
had mildly reduced global left ventricular ejection frac-
tion, suggesting a cardiomyopathy that was not attribut-
able to epicardial coronary disease.

It is interesting to note that many of the ECG
recordings in the current study were suggestive of ische-
mic heart disease. Frequently used to assess for arrhyth-
mias or conduction disorders among survivors of HL,
ECGs may have added benefit for CAD screening.
Among the small population in the current study, the
positive and negative predictive values of ischemic ECG

Figure 3. Schematic plot of the distribution of lesions identi-
fied by coronary computed tomography angiography along
coronary territories is shown, demonstrating clustering of
lesions in the proximal coronary arteries. Red indicates survi-
vors of Hodgkin lymphoma who were treated with radiother-
apy only; blue, survivors of Hodgkin lymphoma who were
treated with multimodal therapy; red squares, obstructive
plaque; red and blue circles, nonobstructive plaque. RCA indi-
cates right coronary artery; LAD, left anterior descending ar-
tery; LCx, left circumflex artery; D1, first acute diagonal
branch of the left anterior descending artery; D2, second
acute diagonal branch of the left anterior descending artery.
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died of cardiovascular disease (1 with and 1 without
revascularization).

Nine survivors (29%), 5 of whom were treated with
RT only and 4 with multimodal therapy, had nonobstruc-
tive lesions (Table 4), with most stenoses having a <25%
to 50% reduction in diameter. One individual had a 50%
to 70% middle LAD stenosis. One individual had a calci-
fied lesion with>70% stenosis of the RCA ostium identi-
fied by CCTA. Coronary angiography revealed only
nonobstructive disease, although review of the images
revealed a small vessel with coronary spasm during the
procedure, potentially confounding the findings. None of
these patients had clinically evident CAD.

Radiation exposure from CCTA as measured
in dose-length product was 661 6 350 milligray-cm

(mean 6 standard deviation) among 19 patients for
whom dose was archived. The BMI of this subset of
patients was no different from those for whom the dose
was not archived (25.6 kg/m2 vs 27.8 kg/m2; P 5.25),
and the ratio of prospective to retrospective ECG-gated
coronary artery acquisitions was not significantly different
between the 2 groups (P 51.0), suggesting that the
patient subset RT dose is a reasonable estimate for the
entire studied population.

Other than ECG abnormalities, few positive find-
ings were identified by the other testing modalities.
Among the 3 individuals with obstructive lesions identi-
fied by CCTA, all had positive findings on resting ECG,
1 had evidence of ischemia on treadmill stress testing, and
no patient had an abnormal resting echocardiogram.
None of the patients with nonocclusive lesions had posi-
tive stress testing or echocardiography; 4 of the patients
with nonocclusive plaques had positive findings on resting
ECG. Among those participants with no evidence of
CAD on CCTA (19 patients), no abnormalities on stress
testing were identified. On echocardiogram, 2 patients
had an ejection fraction <50% (46% and 47%, respec-
tively); 2 others had ST-T segment abnormalities on
resting ECG.

DISCUSSION
In this population of survivors of HL, we found evidence
of obstructive and nonobstructive coronary plaque on
CCTA, without significant corresponding changes on
echocardiography or treadmill stress testing, although all
3 patients with obstructive CAD had positive ECGs. The
majority of the coronary artery plaques were calcified,

TABLE 2. Coronary Artery Disease Detected by
CCTA (N 5 39)

Location of Plaque No. (%)

Left main artery 6 (15)
Left anterior descending artery

Proximal 8 (21)
Middle 6 (15)
Distal 1 (3)
Diagonals 2 (5)

Left circumflex artery
Proximal 5 (13)
Distal 0 (0)

Right coronary artery
Proximal 7 (18)
Middle 2 (5)
Distal 2 (5)

Abbreviation: CCTA, coronary computed tomography angiography.

TABLE 3. Obstructive Lesions Detected by CCTA

Age,
Years Sex

Radiation,
cGy

Anthracycline,
mg/m2 CCTA Echocardiogram

Stress
Test Electrocardiogram

10-Year
CV Risk Status

43 Female 3500 0 50%-70% LM EF 54%; no wall
motion

abnormalities

Normal Major Q-wave
abnormality

1% 3-vessel
CABG; died

of CAD
25%-50% proximal LAD
25%-50% middle LAD

25%-50% proximal LCx
50%-70% proximal RCA

40 Male 3600 0 >70% proximal LAD EF 51%; no wall
motion

abnormalities

Abnormal Major Q-wave
abnormality

2% 6-vessel
CABG; alive<25% middle LAD

25%-50% D1
>70% proximal LCx

25%-50% proximal RCA
<25% middle RCA

53 Female 3900 0 >70% proximal RCA EF 51%; no wall
motion

abnormalities

Normal Major Q-wave
abnormality

1% Died of CAD
<25% LM

<25% proximal LAD
25%-50% middle LAD
<25% distal LAD

<25% proximal LCx

Abbreviations: CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; CAD, coronary artery disease; CCTA, coronary computed tomography angiography; cGy, centigray; CV,

cardiovascular; D1, first acute diagonal branch of the left anterior descending artery; EF, ejection fraction; LAD, left anterior descending artery; LCx, left cir-

cumflex artery; LM, left main artery; RCA, right coronary artery.

CAD in Adult Survivors of Childhood HL/Mulrooney et al
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² 31 asymptomatic patients screened for coronary 
disease >15 years past the treatment for HL

² CAD prevalence: 39% (normal population: 8.5-11%

Mulrooney at al, Cancer; 2014



CONTOURING OF THE HEART STRUCTURES

Basal CT scan Contrast enhanced

Feng M et al. IJROBP 2011
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A cardiac contouring atlas for radiotherapy
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a b s t r a c t

Background and purpose: The heart is a complex anatomical organ and contouring the cardiac substruc-
tures is challenging. This study presents a reproducible method for contouring left ventricular and coro-
nary arterial segments on radiotherapy CT-planning scans.
Material and methods: Segments were defined from cardiology models and agreed by two cardiologists.
Reference atlas contours were delineated and written guidelines prepared. Six radiation oncologists
tested the atlas. Spatial variation was assessed using the DICE similarity coefficient (DSC) and the directed
Hausdorff average distance (~dH;avg). The effect of spatial variation on doses was assessed using six differ-
ent breast cancer regimens.
Results: The atlas enabled contouring of 15 cardiac segments. Inter-observer contour overlap (mean DSC)
was 0.60–0.73 for five left ventricular segments and 0.10–0.53 for ten coronary arterial segments. Inter-
observer contour separation (mean~dH;avg) was 1.5–2.2 mm for left ventricular segments and 1.3–5.1 mm
for coronary artery segments. This spatial variation resulted in <1 Gy dose variation for most regimens
and segments, but 1.2–21.8 Gy variation for segments close to a field edge.
Conclusions: This cardiac atlas enables reproducible contouring of segments of the left ventricle and main
coronary arteries to facilitate future studies relating cardiac radiation doses to clinical outcomes.
! 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. Radiotherapy and Oncology xxx (2017) xxx–xxx

This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Radiotherapy increases cure rates in breast cancer, Hodgkin
lymphoma, oesophageal cancer and lung cancer. However, in each
of these cancers, radiotherapy may involve some cardiac exposure,
thereby increasing the risk of several different heart diseases.
Oncologists need to know the relationships between cardiac doses
and various types of heart disease so they can estimate radiation-
related risks for patients. A number of studies have derived dose–
response relationships estimating the risk of various cardiac out-
comes in terms of whole heart doses. One study of women irradi-
ated for breast cancer, based on around 1,000 events, showed that
the risk of a major coronary event increased by 7.4% per Gy mean
heart dose [1]. Several smaller studies related whole heart dose to
cardiac death, valvular heart disease, decreased myocardial func-
tion and pericardial disease [2,3].

Whole heart dose may not be the best predictor of all types of
radiation-related heart disease. Some studies have investigated
the relationship between doses to particular cardiac substructures
and subsequent damage to those structures. In Hodgkin lym-
phoma, one study related valve doses to subsequent valvular heart
disease and another related coronary artery doses to subsequent
coronary artery stenosis [4,5]. In breast cancer, two studies have
related coronary artery doses to subsequent coronary artery steno-
sis [6,7] and further studies have related whole left ventricle dose
to subsequent subclinical left ventricular abnormalities [8,9]. But
the relationships between doses to different left ventricular or
coronary artery segments and subsequent injury of these segments
have not yet been investigated.

The heart is a complex anatomical organ made up of muscle,
arteries and valves and it can be difficult to contour cardiac sub-
structures reproducibly. In 2010, the Quantitative Analyses of Nor-
mal Tissue Effects in the Clinic (QUANTEC) Report highlighted the
need for guidelines to reduce inter-observer variation in cardiac
contouring [2]. In 2011, investigators at the University of Michigan

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2017.01.008
0167-8140/! 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

⇑ Corresponding author at: Medical Research Council Population Health Research
Unit, Clinical Trial Service Unit, Nuffield Department of Population Health, Richard
Doll Building, Old Road Campus, Roosevelt Drive, Oxford OX3 7LF, UK.

E-mail address: fran.duane@ndph.ox.ac.uk (F. Duane).
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all observers. Segment doses were between 17.3 and 28.1 Gy for all
observers, and the difference between the minimum and maxi-
mum doses was always less than 2 Gy. For the other 23 regimen/
segment combinations, segments were on or near field borders
(Table 3, Supplementary Table 1 bold type), resulting in differences
of 2.2 to 21.8 Gy between the minimum and maximum estimated
doses, with standard deviations ranging from 0.4 to 8.8 Gy.

Discussion

In this study we present an atlas for contouring segments of the
left ventricle and the coronary arterial tree on radiotherapy plan-
ning CT scans. This will facilitate consistent reporting of cardiac
doses in radiotherapy research studies and in clinical trials so that
radiation doses to these parts of the heart may be related to clinical
outcome data. Such dose–response relationships may help clini-
cians assess the risks of damage to particular cardiac segments.

Spatial overlap averaged over the six observers was more than
60% for left ventricular segments but less than 50% for most coro-
nary artery segments and the separation between the contours
averaged over the six observers was larger for coronary artery seg-
ments (1.3–5.1 mm) than for left ventricle segments (1.5–2.2 mm).
Poor overlap of the coronary arterial segment contours was
expected because they are (1) difficult to outline reproducibly
being long, narrow, irregularly-shaped structures and (2) small in
volume. As small contours cover a smaller area for a given CT area
they are less likely to overlap. Assessing the effects of differences in
contours on radiotherapy dose we found that dose variation was
much greater for segments near a field edge than for other seg-
ments. Our findings are similar to those of Lorenzen [23] and Feng
[10] who also reported inter-observer variability in contouring was
much larger for cardiac structures that were near field edges than
for other structures that were further away. Similar cardiac seg-
ment dose variation is likely to occur in modern regimens which

Fig. 3. Coronary artery segmentation. 3D representation of the segments of the three main coronary arteries in relation to the atrial and ventricular chambers, ascending
aorta and pulmonary artery. Abbreviations: PA: pulmonary artery, AA: ascending aorta, RA: right atrium, LA: left atrium, LV: left ventricle, RV: right ventricle.

F. Duane et al. / Radiotherapy and Oncology xxx (2017) xxx–xxx 5
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TREATMENT PLANNING

1 - Image fusion 2 – Accurate contouring of cardiac structures

Automatic	segmentation	of	cardiac	sub-structures
in	the	treatment	of	HL	

C.	Fiandra¹,	M.	Levis¹,	F.	Cadoni¹,	V.	De	Luca¹,	F.	Procacci¹,	A.	Cannizzaro¹,	R.	Ragona¹,	U.	Ricardi¹
¹University	of	Torino,	Radiation	Oncology,	Torino,	Italy

Methods

Objective To validate, in the context of treatment of Hodgkin Lymphoma, three commercial software solutions for
atlas-based segmentation of cardiac sub-structures.

Results

The data obtained from the values of Dice Index were compared structure by structure among the
commercial platforms.
The structures delineated by MIM have higher values of Dice Index (with respect to the contours delineated
by the clinicians) compared to those of Velocity and RayStation, with respectively 0.03 and 0.01 p-value,
while the difference between Velocity and RayStation is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.8).
Regarding the clinical evaluation of the Radiation Oncologist, values show that RayStation is the software
that realizes contours more applicable in clinical practice, with statistically significant differences from
Velocity and MIM, with p-value respectively of 0.038 and 0.046. In this particular clinical context, the
difference between Velocity and MIM is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.083).

Conclusion The contours applied by atlases in this contest may be considered as a valid starting point for contouring,
useful to speed up this process; based on the values of Dice Index collected in this study, MIM performs a
little better, while RayStation appears , in general, as the best solution from a clinical point of view.

Figure 1 – Cardiac sub-structures contouring of CT imaging 
with contrast.

Figure 2 - Results in terms of both Dice Index and clinical evaluation regarding eight structures with a 
Dice Index more than 0.5.

Selection of 15 patients with mediastinal HL

Delineation on “contrast enhanced” CT scans of a dataset of 15 cardiac structures

3 commercial solutions: Velocity, MIM, RayStation

Comparison between the structures delineated by the Radiation
Oncologists and those automatically drown by the atlases on the 5 control
patients, adopting the conformality function “Dice Index” (DI)

•10 patients contributed to the definition of a personalized atlas

•5 patients were used as “controls” for the application of the atlases

A Radiation Oncologist gave a score from clinical point of view to each
commercial solution
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a b s t r a c t

Background and purpose: Inadvertent heart and coronary arteries (CA) irradiation may increase the risk of
coronary artery disease (CAD) in patients receiving thoracic irradiation. To date, the entity of cardiac-
related CA displacement and the possible margins to be used for planning organs at risk volume (PRV)
have been poorly described. Aim of this study was to quantify CA displacement and to estimate PRV
through the use of ECG-gated computed tomography (CT) scans.
Material and methods: Eight patients received an ECG-gated intravenous contrast enhanced CT for non-
cancer related reasons. Nine data sets were reconstructed over the entire R–R cycle with a dedicated ret-
rospective algorithm and the following structures were delineated: Left main trunk (LM), left anterior
descending (LAD), left circumflex (CX) and right coronary artery (RCA). CA displacements across the dif-
ferent cardiac phases were evaluated in left–right (X), cranio-caudal (Y) and anteroposterior (Z) direc-
tions using the McKenzie–van Herk formula (1.3 * R + 0.5 * r).
Results: The following CA displacements were found in X, Y and Z coordinates: 3.6, 2.7 and 2.7 mm for
LMT, respectively; 2.6, 5.0 and 6.8 mm for LAD, respectively; 3.5, 4.5 and 3.7 mm for CX, respectively;
3.6, 4.6 and 6.9 mm for RCA, respectively. Based on the mean displacements, we created a PRV of 3
mm for LM, 4 mm for CX and 5 mm for LAD and RCA.
Conclusion: CA showed relevant displacements over the heart cycle, suggesting the need for a specific
PRV margin to accurately estimate the dose received by these structures and optimize the planning
process.

! 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology xxx (2018) xxx–xxx

Radiation therapy (RT) for mediastinal lymphomas and other
thoracic tumors frequently entails the involuntary exposure of
the whole heart and its substructures. Several studies, conducted
on large cohorts of Hodgkin lymphoma and breast cancer long-
term survivors, have reported an increased risk of cardiovascular
complications and death for those patients who received thoracic
RT [1–4]. All these studies indicated a clear relationship between
the dose received by the whole heart and the incidence of long-
term cardiovascular complications, particularly ischemic events
[5,6]. Mean and maximum heart dose have been largely used as
dose-volumetric parameters for RT treatment optimization; how-

ever, these constraints do not account for the different dose
received by important cardiac substructures such as coronary
arteries (CA). This dose may be strictly dependent on the definition
of the target and organs at risk volume, and modern contouring
attitudes include the separate delineation of CA, with the aim of
maximally sparing these structures [7]. To date, very few studies
[8,9] have explored the correlation between the dose received by
CA and long-term events such as coronary stenosis, and CA dose
was essentially derived from retrospective studies based on ‘‘a pos-
teriori” reconstruction of the treated thoracic volumes. A prospec-
tive contouring of CA has not been routinely incorporated into RT
treatment flow, mostly due to: (a) the absence of clear dose-
constraints; (b) the complexity and time-consuming contouring
procedure; (c) the blurring effect, even when adopting intravenous
contrast; (d) the difficulty in locating such thin vessels; (e) the
uncertainties in quantifying heart-beating related motion.
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2
“CHOOSING WISELY”…
RT OFFER TAILORED TO THE 
PATIENTS BY ADOPTING 
COMPARATIVE PLANNING



1980s Late 1990s 2000s

2D 3D-CRT IMRT/VMAT

TREND – Improving Precision

2010s

IGRT

THE CONFORMALITY CONTINUUM
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B 
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      DOSE % 
 
             105% 
 
 
               95% 
 
 
               80% 
 
 
               60% 
 
 
               50% 
 
 
               40% 
 
 
               30% 
 
            

With VMAT we achieve a better sparing of: 

- aortic valve

- Left main

- Proximal left descending

- Proximal circumflex

MODERN TECHNIQUES PLAY A MAJOR ROLE SINCE WHOLE HEART DOSE 
CANNOT LONGER BE ENOUGH…

Mean Heart dose similar for 3DCRT and VMAT but…



CHOOSING WISELY MEANS:
SAME PATIENT, DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS…!

Maraldo MV. et al. IJROBP 2014



RT SOLUTION TAILORED TO PATIENTS’ NEEDS

Butterfly VMAT Full Arc Butterfly VMAT

2 coplanar arcs of 60°
q 1 anterior 
q 1posterior

1 no-coplanar arc of 60°

1 coplanar arc of 360°
1 no-coplanar arc of 60°

A B

Levis M, et al. Oral communication, ESTRO 2018, Barcelona, Spain
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RESPIRATORY GATING (DIBH) 
INTEGRATED TO MODERN 
TECHNIQUES
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using 6 MV photon beams. For POP, 18 MV supple-
mentary fi elds were occasionally used in order to 
reduce hot spots. After evaluating the DIBH-RT and 
FB-RT plan, the plan determined to be the best in 
terms of target coverage (i.e. PTV) and sparing 
organs at risk (heart, lungs and female breast) was 
chosen for the RT delivery. PTV coverage, defi ned 
as% of PTV receiving at least 95% dose level (V95%), 
mean dose to the lungs, heart, female breasts, coro-
nary arteries, and heart valves were calculated for 
each patient in both DIBH and FB, as well as lung 
and heart volume receiving  !    30 Gy (V30) or 
   !    20 Gy (V20). The plan determined to be the best 
in terms of target coverage (i.e. PTV) and sparing 
organs at risk was chosen for the RT delivery. 

 Position verifi cation was performed before each 
treatment using x-ray imaging, either daily or for 
three fi rst days and thereafter weekly, with subse-
quent adjusting of the set up if systematic errors in 
positioning were seen [19]. If the treatment was 
delivered in DIBH, position verifi cation was also 
performed at DIBH in order to verify the level of 
inspiration.   

 Statistical analyses 

 This protocol was designed as an exploratory study 
with the primary endpoint being the reduction in 
mean lung and heart dose. Although no formal power 
calculation was performed prior to the initiation 
of the protocol, four patients were planned in DIBH 
as a pilot study which indicated that the mean heart 

dose could be reduced from 11.6 Gy in FB to 8.7 Gy 
in DIBH. For practical considerations, we included 
as many patients as possible within a two-year period. 
Based on the pilot study, the current 22 patients 
would give the study a power of over 0.9 (std    "    4 
Gy, alpha    "    0.05, two-tailed). Wilcoxon signed rank 
test for non-parametric paired data was used to 
compare differences for the dependent variables in 
the DIBH and FB RT plans with a two-tailed sig-
nifi cance level of 0.05. Mann-Whitney U-test for 
non-parametric independent samples was used to 
retrospectively analyse the doses to the lungs and 
heart in patients with involvement of the whole 
mediastinum (WM), defi ned as CTV extending 3 cm 
or more below carina in FB, and compared to 
patients with only upper mediastinal disease (UM), 
defi ned as no CTV 3 cm or more below carina in 
FB. All statistical analyses were performed with the 
SPSS statistical software v. 19.   

 Ethical considerations 

 The study was approved by the regional ethics 
committee for Copenhagen H-D-2007-0069.    

 Results 

 Forty patients were eligible for the study. Of these a 
total of 22 patients completed all procedures while 
13 patients were excluded due to stage III/IV disease 
or no mediastinal disease, two patients due to techni-
cal errors and three patients due to various reasons 
(Supplementary Figure 1 to be found online at http://
informahealthcare.com/doi/abs/10.3109/0284186X.
2014.932435). The characteristics of the participat-
ing 22 patients are shown in Table I. Twenty-one of 
22 patients had extension of disease below the carina, 
and 14 of 22 patients had disease 3 cm or more 
below carina. The FB RT plan was chosen for three 
patients, and 19 patients had treatment in DIBH. 
Ten patients were treated using POP and 12 patients 
using IMRT. Figure 1 illustrates the dose distribution 
for two patients treated with POP and IMRT, respec-
tively. 

 The DIBH PET/CT scan was done in four 
breath-holds and the planning CT in one. Patients 
treated with IMRT had treatment in one breath-hold 
per fi eld. Patients treated with POP had treatment in 
one to two breath-holds per fi eld. 

 The resulting dose estimates with FB and DIBH, 
respectively, are presented in Table II. There was no 
statistically signifi cant difference in neither the sizes of 
CTV or PTV, nor in estimated PTV coverage (V95%), 
between FB and DIBH plans. However, a trend was 
seen towards a smaller PTV with DIBH. A statistically 
signifi cant reduction of the estimated mean doses to 

Patient 1: FB

Patient 2: FB Patient 2: DIBH

Patient 2: DIBH

  Figure 1.     Volume receiving 20 Gy or more with free breathing (FB) 
and deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) in a patient treated with 
conventional parallel opposing fi elds (upper panel) and a patient 
treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy (lower panel). 
These coronal views illustrate that the lung volume increases with 
DIBH and that the heart is pulled caudally with deep inspiration. 
This results in lower radiation doses to the lungs and heart.  
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treated with IMRT had treatment in one breath-hold 
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one to two breath-holds per fi eld. 

 The resulting dose estimates with FB and DIBH, 
respectively, are presented in Table II. There was no 
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between FB and DIBH plans. However, a trend was 
seen towards a smaller PTV with DIBH. A statistically 
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FREE
BREATHING DIBH

Clinical Investigation

Minimizing Late Effects for Patients With
Mediastinal Hodgkin Lymphoma: Deep
Inspiration Breath-Hold, IMRT, or Both?
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Summary

Hodgkin lymphoma survi-
vors have a risk of late
effects after radiation ther-
apy (RT). We estimated the
risks associated with treat-
ment with deep inspiration
breath-hold (DIBH) versus
free-breathing using
3-dimensional conformal
radiation therapy (3DCRT)
and intensity modulated RT
(IMRT) by estimating the
life years lost from cardio-
vascular disease and from
lung, breast, and thyroid
cancer. 3DCRT-DIBH

Purpose: Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) survivors have an increased risk of cardiovascu-
lar disease (CD), lung cancer, and breast cancer. We investigated the risk for the
development of CD and secondary lung, breast, and thyroid cancer after radiation
therapy (RT) delivered with deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) compared with
free-breathing (FB) using 3-dimensional conformal RT (3DCRT) and intensity
modulated RT (IMRT). The aim of this study was to determine which treatment
modality best reduced the combined risk of life-threatening late effects in patients
with mediastinal HL.
Methods and Materials: Twenty-two patients with early-stage mediastinal HL were
eligible for the study. Treatment plans were calculated with both 3DCRT and
IMRT on both DIBH and FB planning computed tomographic scans. We reported
the estimated dose to the heart, lung, female breasts, and thyroid and calculated
the estimated life years lost attributable to CD and to lung, breast, and thyroid
cancer.
Results: DIBH lowered the estimated dose to heart and lung regardless of delivery
technique (P<.001). There was no significant difference between IMRT-FB and
3DCRT-DIBH in mean heart dose, heart V20Gy, and lung V20Gy. The mean breast
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q CPAP has long been safely used in patients 
with respiratory failure, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD) and obstructive 
sleep apnea (OSAS) to maintain airway 
patency.

q It provides a constant stream of pressurized 
air to the upper airways and lungs. The 
physiologic effects expected during CPAP are 
hyperinflation of the lungs, stabilization and 
flattening of the diaphragm, and decrease in 
tidal volume. 

q Components: air pump, tubing, facemask

Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (C-PAP):
A valuable alternative way for “respiratory gating”?

A B

C



Hypothesis: The use of CPAP would 

create favorable radiation treatment 

geometry in lymphoma patients by 

expanding (lungs) and displacing (heart) 

uninvolved organs at risk away from the 

tumor and out of the beam path. 

Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (C-PAP):
A valuable alternative way for “respiratory gating”?



Respiratory gating @ UniTo: C-PAP & Radiotherapy

q Prospective observational study

q HL and PMBCL with mediastinal involvement

q Airway pressure: 18 cmH2O

q Dosimetric comparison of 2 different VMAT 

approaches: FREE-Breathing vs C-PAP



MALE 
PATIENT

Free-Breathing With C-PAP

FEMALE 
PATIENT



DOSIMETRIC COMPARISON (Lungs)

p = 0.0001

p = 0.013

p = 0.0015

Lungs Volume Lungs V20 Lungs V5

10 patients included in this preliminary analysis



DOSIMETRIC COMPARISON 
(Heart)

p = 0.006
p = 0.046

p = 0.05 p = 0.009 p = 0.05

Intersection PTV/Heart (cc) Mean Heart Dose (Gy)

Aortic Valve (mean dose) Circumflex (mean dose) Left descending (mean dose)
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EARLY DIGNOSIS OF 
SUBCLINICAL “RIHD”



DO WE HAVE ANY TOOL TO 
DETECT TREATMENT 

RELATED HEART TOXICITY 
IN A PRECLINICAL PHASE?

THE ”ONE MILLION DOLLAR” QUESTION



Advanced Ultrasound Imaging
2D Global Longitudinal Strain – “SPECKLE TRACKING”

Normal 
GLS systolic peak

After STEMI
GLS systolic peak



Other techniques for the evaluation of regional myocardial
function

Marks et al. (17) used single-photon emission-computed
tomography (SPECT) to assess prospectively early effects
of RT for left-sided breast cancer on regional cardiac func-
tion. At 6 months after RT, regional wall motion abnormali-
ties were seen in 16% of patients. Abnormalities were
associated with regional perfusion defects and were located
in the anterior portions of the LV, which corresponded to
the region of the heart within the RT field (17).

Seddon, et al. (18) performed a retrospective study to eval-
uate wall motion and myocardial perfusion by SPECT at
more than 5 years after breast RT. They found abnormal re-
gional wall motion in 35% of the left-sided patients and in
none of the right-sided patients. An abnormal myocardial
perfusion was notable in 71% of the left-sided patients and
17 % of the right-sided patients (18). Potential advantages
of the use of SRI compared to SPECT are the higher spatial
and temporal resolution and the ability to obtain quantitative
data. Furthermore, the echocardiographic technique is patient
friendly, inexpensive, and widely available.

Clinical perspectives
To understand the clinical consequences of the observed

changes in myocardial deformation parameters, larger studies
with longer follow-up are needed. SRI is an attractive tech-
nique for the evaluation of early RT effects, since it not
only detects subtle changes in cardiac function but also pro-
vides regional information. In this study, we could show and
quantify for the first time regional dose-dependent differ-
ences in myocardial reaction to left-sided breast RT.

As it takes more than 10 years for clinically overt cardiac
damage to develop, the detection of early changes in cardiac
function that could be predictive for late RT-induced cardiac
morbidity is of interest. An earlier assessment of cardiac
safety might be useful in the evaluation of new RT tech-
niques. Nowadays, this evaluation is based solely on the heart
dose and volume data. However, dose–volume characteris-
tics of RT-induced cardiac dysfunction are not well esta-
blished. Some studies revealed that only dose levels above
30 Gy are relevant to increased cardiac risk (19). Other
groups observed an increased cardiac mortality risk already
after exposure to doses of less than 5 Gy (20, 21). Also, in

Fig. 5. Course of mean longitudinal systolic strain (A) and strain rate (B) in apical, mid, and basal LV segments. p values of
significant differences between baseline and post-RT or FUP for apical segments are shown above the curves. p values of
significant differences between apical and, respectively, mid and basal segments are shown between the curves.

Fig. 6. Course of mean longitudinal systolic strain (A) and strain rate (B) in segments receiving doses of >3 and # 3 Gy.
p values of significant differences between baseline and post-RT or FUP for segments receiving >3 Gy are shown above the
curves. p values of significant differences between both groups (>3 Gy and #3 Gy) are shown between the curves.
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q 20 left sided and 10 right sided BC
q 50 Gy/25 fr (+/- 16 Gy boost)
q Left Ventricle Mean dose:

A) apex 12.8 Gy; B) mid-cavity 5.4 Gy; C) base 4.5 Gy

Advanced Echocardiographic tools: 
Global Longitudinal Strain (GLS)BREAST CANCER PATIENTS

Erven et al. IJROBP 2010



CARDIOCARE Project @ University of Torino

Aim: To evaluate with GLS
(Global longitudinal strain) early
and subclinical chemo/radiation-
induced heart alterations in
patients affected with HL, DLBCL
or PMBCL



Cohort A: CHEMOTHERAPY ALONE

Cohort B: COMBINED MODALITY TREATMENT
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RESULTS (systolic parameters) 
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q Interim results on 52 patients
• 24 in cohort A: Chemo alone
• 28 in cohort B: Chemo + ISRT
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RESULTS 
(GLS changes after ISRT) Subgroup analysis
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CONCLUSIONS

1) Based on the published data, THORACIC RADIATION THERAPY REPRESENTS A
RISK FACTOR FOR LONG TERM CARDIAC EVENTS, and all the clinicians
involved in the management of these patients should be aware of this information

2) “Modern” radiotherapy is PROBABLY LESS TOXIC compared to “older”
approaches, but we must wait many years to confirm this assumption

3) Actual and future directions include a strong effort to contour the organs at risk
(particularly, the cardiac substructures) of patients receiving mediastinal
irradiation in order to obtain SPECIFIC AND CLINICALLY MEANINGFUL DOSE
CONSTRAINTS, based on a correlation with clinically relevant cardiac events.

4) Need for new tools to detect CHEMO and RT INDUCED heart toxicity in a
PRECLINICAL PHASE




